Host Janaye says:
Mission Summary: The USS Paula Greene has been ordered to transport Doctor Sobotha and his team of Scientists from Starbase 71 to the planet Modara for a Federation Science conference.  Since the Paula Greene is ordered to remain in orbit of Modara during the conference, the crew has been offered the choice of joining the conference or enjoying shore leave.

Host Janaye says:
“Just Another Conference” Chapter 1

Host Janaye says:
<<<<< Begin Mission >>>>>

CTO_Turnbull says:
::examining tactical readouts and going over security arrangements for the visitors::

CMO_Qui says:
@:: On Starbase 71 in a secluded corner on the observation deck look at a PADD regarding her new assignment ::

CEO_Burke says:
::in Main Engineering going over a list of requisitions::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::At OPS Station double-checking the accommodation arrangements for the Doctor and his team.::

Host CO_Madred says:
::in main engineering admiring Burke's engines::

SO_Gomes says:
::on the bridge at the science console making final updates as she expects to attend the conference::

CTO_Turnbull says:
::reviewing the sensor logs from the tactical station on the bridge::

CEO_Burke says:
::looks up and does a double take::  CO: Captain?  I don't remember seeing you down here before...

Dr_Sobotha says:
@::Standing at the docking port the Paula Greene is due to dock::

Host CO_Madred says:
::turns to Burke:: CEO: You don't? Well ... I was an engineer myself once, a lifetime ago. I like to come down here and look around from time to time.

CTO_Turnbull says:
SO:  Disease Research...You going?

OPS_Mushgrave says:
CTO:  We are 15 mins out.   Jumping out of warp...full impulse.

SO_Gomes says:
CTO: Yes, I intend to. It is not my area of expertise but I always like to know the latest developments in the biological sciences

CTO_Turnbull says:
OPS:  Acknowledged.  Standard docking procedures, on the station's mark.

SO_Gomes says:
CTO: well, in all sciences for that matter

Dr_Sobotha says:
@::Walks over to a viewing port, hoping he would see the Paula Greene come into sight soon::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
CTO:  Aye Sir.  Will contact station when we are 5 mins out.

SO_Gomes says:
CTO: You should come as well

CMO_Qui says:
@:: Looks at chronometer and rises picking up her gear ::

CEO_Burke says:
::looks thoughtful for a moment and then looks at the tool kit not far from where the CO is standing::  CO: You know, I have a few tasks that need to be done.  ::grins pointing to the tools and indicating that the CO should take them::

Host Dr_Johnson says:
@Sobotha: I just checked.  They should be here soon Doctor.

CTO_Turnbull says:
SO:  Sounds fascinating.  A lot better than sensor logs of our last mission.

CTO_Turnbull says:
SO:  Maybe I will.

Host CO_Madred says:
::glances at the tools and chuckles:: CEO: So long as I'm here you might as well put me to work, eh? You make an old CEO proud. ::grins:: I would, but I'm probably going to be needed on the bridge shortly ... once we dock.

SO_Gomes says:
::makes sure all sensors will be working within minimum parameters when she is joined by another SO who will stay "guard" for the next shift::

CMO_Qui says:
@:: Re-adjusts things and picks up her little baby ::

SO_Gomes says:
::nods::CTO: There is nothing like learning something new

Dr_Sobotha says:
@::Turns around:: Johnson: Thanks. I'm glad to hear that. I’d like to get my preparations started as soon as possible.

CTO_Turnbull says:
*CO*:  Turnbull to Madred.  We're arriving in 15 minutes, captain.

CEO_Burke says:
::chuckles::  CO: Sure, someone has to keep that center seat warm, right?  ::goes over and gets the tools himself::

Host CO_Madred says:
::nods and smiles and looks up as Turnbull's voice comes from the heavens:: CEO: Speak of the devil... *CTO*: I'm on my way, Commander.

CTO_Turnbull says:
SO:  Very true.  OPS:  How about you, Mushgrave?  Think you might take in the conference?

Host CO_Madred says:
::waves to Burke as he leaves and head out of main engineering stepping into a turbolift:: TL: Bridge...

CTO_Turnbull says:
*CO*: Acknowledged.  Bridge out.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::slaves over the flight station and brings up the station on sensors.  Plots the best course around it...::

CEO_Burke says:
::just shakes his head as the CO goes on his way::

Dr_Sobotha says:
@::Turns back to the viewing port::

CTO_Turnbull says:
::resets Tactical displays and logs the secondary TAC station as deactivated for repairs::

Host CO_Madred says:
::hums quietly to himself as he rides in a turbolift to the bridge, hopes his wife is enjoying her stay at the spa on the Galapagos homeworld, better known as Pages IV::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
CTO:  I think I'm going to go shopping.... maybe drag Kieren along.  That man doesn't get out much.  I'm not interested in a disease unless it has designs on me.  ::Grins:: SO:  No offense there ma'am.

SO_Gomes says:
::finishes the updates but remains for the docking procedures::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
CTO:  ETA now 5 mins.  Contacting the station...  ::taps her console.::

CTO_Turnbull says:
OPS:  ::smirks::  I'm sure.  

CEO_Burke says:
*OPS*: I've gone over the req list for the Starbase.  Everything looks to be in order there.  See if you can get us a discount this time.

CMO_Qui says:
@:: Moves over to her belongs to the Station personnel assigned to deliver them to her new assignment. ::   SB71 OPS: You can take those to sickbay when the ship docks. I'll handle them from there.

SO_Gomes says:
::smiles:: OPS: None taken. But you never know when it may be useful to know of a new microbe ...

Host Dr_Johnson says:
@Sobotha: You will Doctor.  The Paula Greene is a good ship, so I hear.  Starfleet wouldn't send anything less for you.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
*CEO*:  Well you should come and see if you can do better.   Show me how you work the silver tongue of yours.

CMO_Qui says:
<SB71 OPS>:: Nods ::

CEO_Burke says:
::walks with the tool kit down the corridor looking for a certain junction::

CTO_Turnbull says:
::drops navigational deflectors into docking arrangement to clear the docking ports::

Host CO_Madred says:
::steps out of the turbolift as it arrives at the bridge:: CTO: Report, Mister Turnbull...\

OPS_Mushgrave says:
COM:SB71:  SB71 this is the USS Paula Greene.. we are coming up on your port side.  Request docking procedures.

SO_Gomes says:
::supervises docking procedures::

Dr_Sobotha says:
@::Turns around again, smiling:: Johnson: You're right. I shouldn't be worrying so much. ::Takes a seat at a nearby bench::

CEO_Burke says:
*OPS*: Now why would I waste a god given talent like that on supplies?  There are better uses.  ::regrets the comment as soon as it passes his lips::

CTO_Turnbull says:
ALL:  Acknowledged, secured for docking procedure...

CMO_Qui says:
@:: Gives her baby a pet, then hands her to SB 71 OPS ::   SB71 OPS: Please take special care of her for me.   :: Smiles ::

CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  All secure sir, just coming up to hard dock.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Laughs::  *CEO*:  Yeah prove it.  I think you're all talk.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Just waiting for SB OPS to reply.  I think they are sleeping on duty.

Host Dr_Johnson says:
<SB_OPS> COM:Paula Greene: USS Paula Greene, you are on sensors.  You may dock at docking port 17.  We are prepared to tractor you in.

CEO_Burke says:
::stops dead in the hallway and hangs his head for a moment not sure how to continue::  *OPS*: Sorry, no time to talk, repairs and all.  Burke out.  ::sighs::

Host Dr_Johnson says:
@::looks out the window beside Sobotha::

SO_Gomes says:
Self: Tractor .. what a way to go for a galaxy class ship

Host CO_Madred says:
CTO: Very good ... carry on.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
COM:SB 17;  Acknowledged.. cutting to 1/4 impulse.  We will be there in under 2 mins.

CMO_Qui says:
@<SB71 OPS> :: Receives information where the Paula Greene is assigned to dock and relays it to Dr. Qui quietly ::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Purrs quietly:: *CEO*:  Chicken.  ::Cuts the com quickly::

CMO_Qui says:
@<SB 71 OPS>:  CMO: Follow me, Doctor.

CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  Aye, Captain.  OPS:  Path for docking confirmed clear.

CMO_Qui says:
@:: Nods to SB71 OPS and follows ::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
CTO:  Aye Sir.  Tractor should be locking on momentarily.

SO_Gomes says:
::adjusts her hair as it unexpectedly fell to her eyes. Keeps observing the docking maneuvers::

CTO_Turnbull says:
OPS: Acknowledged.  CO:  Sir, I should meet our guests.  

Dr_Sobotha says:
@::Looks at the viewing port and sees a Galaxy class starship appear:: Self: That must be it then.

Host Dr_Johnson says:
<SB_OPS> ::remembers what happened to the last ship he tried to dock::

CEO_Burke says:
::opens up a panel in the hallway and starts pulling out data routing lines::

CTO_Turnbull says:
::summons a replacement to the TAC station and moves into the turbolift::

CTO_Turnbull says:
Computer:  Deck Three, VIP room.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Downloads the supply request to station Ops.  Hopes it doesn't take long.::

SO_Gomes says:
CO: Captain, I would like to talk to Dr Sobotha as well. I would like to attend the conference

CTO_Turnbull says:
::rides the turbolift in silence and steps out onto deck three where he meets two of his TAC officers::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
COM:SB OPS:  Hey!  Watch it!  ::Adjusts the course.::  I'm just filling in here.  I don't want to paint the hull.

CMO_Qui says:
@:: Places her hand in her pocket and pulls out a treat for her baby, giving it to her and petting her again.::

Host Dr_Johnson says:
ACTION: Starbase extends the tractor beam and docks the USS Paula Greene successfully.

Host Dr_Johnson says:
@Sobotha: Here we go Doctor.

CMO_Qui says:
@:: Follows closely behind SB71 OPS ::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Capt we have docked.

CEO_Burke says:
::finds the faulty data router and removes it carefully::

CTO_Turnbull says:
::moves with his men to the VIP docking port::  SEC:  Men, I want low-key eye-on-subject at all times.  Use any means necessary.

SO_Gomes says:
::confirms all moorings are in place::

CMO_Qui says:
@:: Looks at the PADD again almost running into SB71 OPS as he stops ::

Dr_Sobotha says:
@::Nods while rising from the bench:: Johnson: Here we go indeed. ::Walks over to the doors, waiting for them to open::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
*CTO*:  Oh Cmdr I forgot to mention.  The Doctor and her team are assigned the VIP quarters on deck 2... right beside the Capt.  I just hope they are not partiers...

CTO_Turnbull says:
ALL:  Make sure you have backup at all times less than 15 seconds away.  

CEO_Burke says:
::pulling the piece of equipment out he looks it over and frowns, pulling out a tricorder::

Host Dr_Johnson says:
<SB_OPS> COM: Paula Greene: We have the science team and crew ready to transfer over on your command.  Docking is secure.

CTO_Turnbull says:
*OPS*:  Acknowledged, Operation.  ::smirks::  I'm sure they'll be fine.

CTO_Turnbull says:
::waits with his men for the dock doors to open::

CMO_Qui says:
@<SB71 OPS>:: Annoyed at the SB71 OPS personnel ::   SB71 OPS: Sickbay is on Deck 12.  Deposit these in my office there. I'm sure a medic and show you where that is.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
COM:SB 71:  Acknowledge successful docking.  We are ready for our guests.  Here are the coordinates for transfer.  Cmdr Turnbull is in the Transporter Room to greet them.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
COM:SB 71:  Correction:  They are being greeted at the docking port.  ::Growls at the late night she had.::

CMO_Qui says:
@:: Stands impatiently in the crowd at the docking port ::

CEO_Burke says:
::reads the results of the test he just performed on the router and the frown deepens::  Self: Now where would this have come from?

Host Dr_Johnson says:
@Sobotha: Shall I go check as to the delay sir? ::glances over his shoulder at the other two scientists::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
COM:SB 71:  Docking port is opened.

CMO_Qui says:
@:: Pets her baby again, giving her another treat ::   'quag: You behave while in my office, sweetie.

Dr_Sobotha says:
@::Nods:: Johnson: Good idea. ::Taps his foot, waiting for some action::

SO_Gomes says:
::checks internal sensors to see the port is secured::

CEO_Burke says:
::replaces the router with a new one quickly and closes up the panel before heading back to his office::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Our guests are about to come aboard.  Our new course is plotted.  Our resupply is happening now as we speak.  Should take about another 10 mins.

Host Dr_Johnson says:
ACTION: The docking port opens enabling the guests and new crew to board.

CTO_Turnbull says:
ALL:  Doctors, welcome to the USS Paula Greene.  I am Commander S'Toran Turnbull, Chief of Security.  We hope you will enjoy your stay with us.  We have assigned quarters on Deck two for you, if you'll follow me, Gentlemen.

CTO_Turnbull says:
::motions to the porters to take luggage for the visitors::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
*CEO*:  Lt the equipment you ordered should be in docking bay 2 in approximately 5 mins.  I've been assured this time that everything is there.  If there is a problem let me know.

Dr_Sobotha says:
@::Looks up:: Self: At last. ::Sees the CTO come out to greet him and his team::

CMO_Qui says:
@:: Sees an officer speaking and notes the pips ::  CTO: Commander...  :: Nods ::   ...Doctor Qui, requesting permission to come aboard?

CEO_Burke says:
*OPS*: Thanks, I'll be going over it.  I just found a component we picked up from somewhere that is... well to put it mildly, crud.  I want to make sure this stuff is all top shelf material.

Host CO_Madred says:
::since Turnbull has left the bridge he heads over to the center chair and has a seat::

CTO_Turnbull says:
CMO:  Permission Granted Doctor.  The Captain is on the bridge if you wish to report in.  Welcome aboard, Doctor.

Dr_Sobotha says:
@::Smiles:: CTO: I'm sure we will, commander. This is, as you probably know already, is my team. ::Gestures to the three scientists behind him::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Nods to SB71 OPS ::  SB71 OPS: Thank you for your assistance.  I hope to find all my things in my office.   CTO: Thank you, sir.  :: Nods to CTO and moves off ::

Host Dr_Johnson says:
@::picks up 3 bags and checks to make certain the other 2 scientists have the rest of Doctor Sobotha's things::

CTO_Turnbull says:
::leads the party to the Turbolift::

CTO_Turnbull says:
Computer:  Deck Two.

CMO_Qui says:
:: Walks down the corridor away from the other arrivals to a turbolift and enters ::

CMO_Qui says:
Turbolift: Bridge

Host Dr_Johnson says:
CTO: How long will it take for us to arrive at Modara?

CEO_Burke says:
::puts the substandard part on his desk and starts making his way to the docking bay::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Looks at her PADD as she feels the lift take off ::

Dr_Sobotha says:
::Enters the vessel with the team, following the CTO::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Silently practices pronouncing names of the crew... ::

CTO_Turnbull says:
::takes the short ride to deck two and steps out of the lift::  Johnson:  Approximately 17.127 hours, Doctor.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Wonders where Crash is.  She doesn't want to drive to Modara too.::  CO:  Course plotted in for Modara.  ETA is approximately 17 hours once we are underway.

Dr_Sobotha says:
::Steps out of the TL, still following the CTO's track::

Host CO_Madred says:
::nods:: OPS: Very well... ::hates these long trips::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Feels the lift slow, looks one last time at her PADD, then lowers it as the lift stops and the doors open to the Bridge ::

CTO_Turnbull says:
::motions the doctors out of the lift::  Gentlemen, your quarters are right this way.

CMO_Qui says:
:: Steps out, pausing a moment, then heads down the ramp to the guy in the "center" chair ::

Host Dr_Johnson says:
CTO: Good.

CMO_Qui says:
:: Stops coming to attention ::  CO: Captain Madred...Doctor Qui reporting in, sir.

Dr_Sobotha says:
::Nods while walking behind the CTO::

CEO_Burke says:
::arrives in the docking bay and begins to go everything that has arrived::

CTO_Turnbull says:
::stops in front of a door and punches in the unlocking codes::  ALL:  Here we are, Doctors.  ::lets the door open::

Host CO_Madred says:
::glances at the Medical Officer coming his way:: CMO: Welcome aboard Doctor Qui ... I assume you have your orders?

Host Dr_Johnson says:
<SB_OPS> ::receives word of another scientist arriving::

SO_Gomes says:
::looks over to the arriving CMO::

CMO_Qui says:
CO: Yes sir, I do.  :: Nods curtly ::

Host CO_Madred says:
::nods and waits:: CMO: ...may I have them?

CMO_Qui says:
:: Hands over the second PADD she carries to the CO ::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Turns and looks at the new arrival.::

Host Dr_Johnson says:
<SB_OPS> COM:Paula Greene: I have a Doctor Morris Perry about to arrive.  He says that he is a part of Doctor Sobotha's team.

Dr_Sobotha says:
::Takes a look through the door:: CTO: Thank you commander. We have separate quarters, I presume?

Host CO_Madred says:
::takes the PADD and glances at the orders assigning the Doctor to his ship:: CMO: Well, everything seems to be in order. Do you prefer Doctor Qui or Kehari?

CTO_Turnbull says:
::allows the doctors to proceed into the room and steps in behind them::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
COM:SB OPS:  This is Lt Mushgrave.  I've gone over the compliment of the Doctor's team.  I have no indication of a Dr Morris Perry.

CMO_Qui says:
CO: Kehari sir...but I'll also answer to Dr. Qui

Host CO_Madred says:
::nods:: CMO: Very well ... Kehari it is. Would you like someone to escort you to sickbay?

CMO_Qui says:
:: Shakes her head no... ::  CO: No thank you sir. I've studied the Galaxy-class layout.  I can find my way to Deck 12.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  hmmmmm it would seem we have an extra scientist trying to hitch a ride.  He is not on my roster for Dr Johnson's team.

Dr_Sobotha says:
::Looks around while waiting for an answer::

CTO_Turnbull says:
Sobotha:  Of course, Doctors.  You're all on this deck, however.  ::leads Sobotha across the hall and punches in the unlock codes::

SO_Gomes says:
::watches the new doctor with some curiosity. never liked doctors, at least not while they were on duty::

CTO_Turnbull says:
ALL:  Should you require anything at all, my security officers are stationed here for your convenience.  Simply ask and they will see to your request.

Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: Contact Doctor Sobotha and see if he knows anything about it.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Nods:: CO: Aye... ::Taps her console.::

Host Dr_Johnson says:
<SB_OPS> COM: Paula Greene: Dr. Perry says that he was delayed but is a member of Doctor Sobotha's team.

Dr_Sobotha says:
::Follows the CTO out:: CTO: Yes, yes, I think with seeing one, we've seen them all, right? I'd much rather visit the bridge. I've seen several bridges, but I've never been on a Galaxy bridge before.

Host CO_Madred says:
::nods and smiles:: CMO: Very well Doctor, you're dismissed then ... if you need anything my door is always open.

CMO_Qui says:
:: Tilts her head a moment as her symbiont communicates with her ::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
COM:SB OPS:  I'm just confirming with Dr Sobotha..

CMO_Qui says:
:: Re-focus' on the CO and nods ::  CO: Thank you, sir.   :: Turns and heads back to the turbolift ::

CTO_Turnbull says:
Sobotha:  I shall arrange for a tour of the bridge when we get underway, Doctor.  ::smiles::

Host CO_Madred says:
::watches Qui go and smiles before turning back to Mushgrave and listening::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
*Dr Sobotha*:  Sir, this is Lt Mushgrave in OPS.  I have a Dr. Morris Perry claiming to be part of your party.  Can you confirm.  He is not on the list that was giving to me.

CMO_Qui says:
:: Enters the turbolift ::  Turbolift: Deck 12

Host Dr_Johnson says:
::hears the name Perry and rolls his eyes:: Self: Now, he shows up.

CMO_Qui says:
:: Sighs as the doors close, a huge weight lifts from her shoulders ::

CTO_Turnbull says:
Doctors:  Problem, Gentlemen?

CMO_Qui says:
:: Leans against the turbolift wall as she feels it move off ::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Taps her console with her fingers waiting for an answer.::

Dr_Sobotha says:
CTO: That's very nice of you. However, I'd much rather see the launch from up there. ::Gets the com:: *OPS*: Both are correct. He was a member of my team before we arrived here. But 
since he's 3 days late, I've removed him from my roster, and with that from my team.

CTO_Turnbull says:
::makes mental note to read all the doctors' personnel files...soonest::

CEO_Burke says:
::finishes his inventory, satisfied with the equipment they received but still wondering where that router came from.  Heads up to the bridge::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
*Dr Sobotha:  So I'm to deny him access?

Dr_Sobotha says:
*OPS*: Affirmative. It's his own fault.

Host Bonna_Duatch says:
Sobotha: Doctor, if he has the supplies with him, perhaps we should at least get those before departing?

CMO_Qui says:
:: Feels the lift slow and stop. Exits as the doors open onto Deck 12 ::

CTO_Turnbull says:
*CO*:  Sir, One of the doctors, Doctor Sobotha is requesting to view the launch from the bridge sir.  I wanted to clear with you first.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
*Dr Sobotha*:  Acknowledged.  Bridge out.

Host CO_Madred says:
::stands from his chair and moves to the center of the bridge:: OPS: Is something delaying our departure, Mister Mushgrave?

OPS_Mushgrave says:
COM:SB OPS:  Access denied to Dr Perry.  Dr Sobotha  has removed him from his team due to his late arrival.

Dr_Sobotha says:
::Looks over to Duatch, thinking about that a moment:: Duatch: Yes, you might be right about that.

CMO_Qui says:
:: Walks down the corridor, finds the door to sickbay and enters ::

Host CO_Madred says:
*CTO*: Please show the Doctor and his team to ten forward, they may view the launch from there. The bridge is, as you know, a restricted area.

CEO_Burke says:
::arrives on the bridge and looks about for a moment before going over to his station and bringing up the repair logs::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Just waiting on confirmation that all the supplies have arrived and are in good shape.  The only department that hasn't reported in is Engineering.  Also this straggling Scientist which I just denied access to.

CTO_Turnbull says:
*CO*:  Aye, sir.  Thank you.  Turnbull out.

Host Bonna_Duatch says:
ACTION: The shuttle carrying Dr. Perry arrives.  His supplies are transported to the Cargo Bay.

Host CO_Madred says:
::turns and glances to Burke who just came out of a turbolift:: CEO: Burke, are you ready for us to depart?

CEO_Burke says:
::overhears Julie::  OPS: I just finished, good to go.

CMO_Qui says:
:: Pauses a moment looking around, noticing a medic coming towards her ::

CEO_Burke says:
::intent on his console::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Snarls:: CO:  This Dr Perry just transported supplies on our ship.  Contacting Cmdr Turnbull.

CTO_Turnbull says:
Doctors:  Gentlemen, as you have just heard, the bridge is a restricted area.  We can view the launch from our Ten-Forward Lounge.  If you're ready, we can go there now.

SO_Gomes says:
::listens to the OPS' report and raises an eyebrow::

CMO_Qui says:
Dr. Heeler: Can I help you?   :: Sees the blue uniform of medical and grins ::   Are you our new CMO, Dr. Qui?

Host Bonna_Duatch says:
<SB_OPS> COM:Paula Greene: Dr. Perry is requesting his supplies be transported.

Host CO_Madred says:
::retakes his seat:: *CTO*: Security to Cargo Bay two please.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
*CTO*:  Cmdr we may have something trying to gain illegal entry to the ship.   Cargo bay 2.  Unauthorized equipment was just beamed aboard.

CMO_Qui says:
<Heeler>CMO: Yes I am.  I'm Kehari Qui.  :: Extends her hand ::

Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: Yellow alert ... launch now.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
COM:SB  OPS:  Request denied.

Dr_Sobotha says:
::Frowns:: CTO: If the bridge is a restricted area, how comes I've been able to go there on every journey so far?

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Hits the Klaxons::  COM:SB OPS:  Request permission to leave.  I've got an anxious Capt here.  Please unlock the docking clamps.

CTO_Turnbull says:
*SEC*:  Security Alert!  Lock us down NOW!  Doctors, forgive me gentlemen, But I must ask you toe step into your quarters immediately and remain there.

CMO_Qui says:
<Heeler>CMO: Nice to meet you, Doctor. I'm Ima Heeler, and the medic on duty.  :: Takes the CMO's cold hand and grimaces a moment ::

CEO_Burke says:
Self: Original with the ship... original my a... ::realizes where he is and stops himself before continuing his examination of the records::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Notices the grimace from Heeler ::   Heeler: I'm sorry...too cold?

OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Soon as the docking clamps unlatch I'm outta here.

Host Bonna_Duatch says:
CTO: Alert? For what?

Dr_Sobotha says:
CTO: I will not accept this! On every single journey I've made with my team, we were granted access to the bridge. I wouldn't see why it would be different this time.

Host CO_Madred says:
::sitting on the edge of his chair:: OPS: Show me a visual of this shuttle.

CTO_Turnbull says:
*SEC*:  Team Bravo to Cargo Two Triple time!  Full security scans and hazmat teams!  Go now!

CMO_Qui says:
<Heeler>CMO: It's nothing...but your hand is very, very cold!  Are you feeling well, Dr?

SO_Gomes says:
::scans the shuttle::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  On screen.  ::Brings the shuttle on screen::

CMO_Qui says:
Heeler: I'm quite well, Ima. In fact...the cold hands are a side affect of being joined. I'm sorry about that.

Host CO_Madred says:
::waves to the Tactical Officer:: TO: Scan that shuttle ..

CTO_Turnbull says:
Sobotha:  Sir, This is a Starfleet vessel and you are a guest and a passenger.  These instructions are for your safety.  Now step into your quarters or I'll have one of my men place you there.  I'm in the middle of a situation.

SO_Gomes says:
CO: I'm on it sir

CMO_Qui says:
<Heeler>:: Nods ::  CMO: Your office is over there. I need to get back to this experiment I'm running.   :: Nods in the direction of a desk ::

OPS_Mushgrave says:
COM:SB OPS:  OPS the docking clamps please! My Capt is about to tell me to take off anyway and I don't feel like dragging a station along.

Host CO_Madred says:
::nods at Gomes::

Host Morris_Perry says:
COM: Paula Greene: This is Shuttle Marmac, is there a problem?  I am requesting transport of my supplies for Doctor Sobotha.

CMO_Qui says:
Heeler: Go ahead. I'll call if I need anything.  :: Moves in the direction Heeler indicated ::

Host Morris_Perry says:
<SB_OPS> ::releases the docking clamps::

SO_Gomes says:
CO: The shuttle is carrying various research materials. Harmless apparently and virus samples from Dr Sobotha's lab

CTO_Turnbull says:
*SEC*:  All teams go to alert status yellow and report in.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
COM:Shuttle:  I'm sorry Dr Perry.  Dr Sobotha has denied your request.  Maybe you should contact him.

SO_Gomes says:
All: nothing out of the ordinary it would seem

Host CO_Madred says:
::rises from his chair:: COM: Perry: There is a problem ... please move your shuttle out of our path. Your supply transfer has been denied, your personal transfer has been denied. Now clear the way or find out what a deflector dish does firsthand.

Dr_Sobotha says:
::Sighs, seeing he has no choice for now:: CTO: Since I have no choice, I'll do. But this is no way to treat guest! ::Steps into his quarters::

Host Morris_Perry says:
<SB_OPS> COM: Paula Greene: Have fun.  Please inform Doctor Sobotha that his supplies will have to remain here.  We have no other ships heading toward Modara any time soon.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::turns and looks at the Capt.:: CO: I'm at 1/4 impulse.  Going to warp 8 at the outer markers.

SO_Gomes says:
::listens to the impatient doctor::

CTO_Turnbull says:
*OPS*:  As soon as we're clear of the station, raise the shields until we can find out what the hell he beamed over.  *Team Bravo*:  report in!

CMO_Qui says:
:: Enters her office and notices all her things crammed in there. ::   'Quag: Quag!  Sweetie?   :: Hears a whimper and moves towards it ::

Host CO_Madred says:
CEO: Mister Burke, biohazard containment of cargo bay 2 please.

Host Morris_Perry says:
COM: Paula Greene: Fine, fine, but when Sobotha finds out that you refused his supplies, don't come crying to me.  You haven't seen that man really mad.  Perry out.

Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: Close the channel...

Host Morris_Perry says:
ACTION: The shuttles redirects and sets course out of the system.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO: Channel closed.  Approaching outer markers.

CTO_Turnbull says:
<TB_Leader>  *CTO*:  Sir, we're just opening the cargo bay doors now.  We're using a no-power approach...

CMO_Qui says:
:: Laughs when she finds 'Quag enclosed by boxes ::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Picks up her baby, cooing and making soothing sounds as she gingerly steps to her desk, activating her computer ::

Dr_Sobotha says:
::In quarters, curious as to what is happening, walks over to a computer console, trying to get a connection to the bridge:: *Bridge*: Sobotha to the Bridge, can anyone hear me?

Host CO_Madred says:
*Sobotha*: The com panel in your quarters is not for your personal amusement, Doctor.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Sensors indicate they have reached the outer markers.:: CO:  Engaging warp 8.  ETA 17 hours to Modara.

CTO_Turnbull says:
::nods to his teams in the hallway with him::  Place them in their rooms and lock them in until we can figure this out.  Remember, eye-on-subject at all times outside their quarters.  ::runs for the turbolift::

CMO_Qui says:
:: Sees additional information come up surrounding the other doctors onboard and smiles ::

Dr_Sobotha says:
*CO*: I'm aware of that.... I'm just curious as to what is going on, why I've been denied a visit to the bridge, and even have to remain in quarters now. And who am I speaking with anyway?

Host Dr_Johnson says:
::enters Sobotha's quarters:: Sobotha: Sir, we need those supplies from Morris.  He had all the samples you needed for you seminar.

CTO_Turnbull says:
::runs into lift::  Computer: Cargo Bay Two, Security emergency override Tango Zulu niner.  ::holds onto the bar for support::

Host CO_Madred says:
*Sobotha*: This is Captain Madred ... I'll be happy to discuss your request in one hour. Until then, we're quite busy. Thank you. Madred out. ::closes the channel::

Host CO_Madred says:
::looks at Tealk's empty seat and curses::

Dr_Sobotha says:
::Hears Johnson's words and curses:: Johnson: Yes, you're right, I'm trying to find out what exactly is going on.

Host Dr_Johnson says:
ACTION: The shuttle goes to warp.

CEO_Burke says:
::finishes implementing the CO's order::  CO: Bay 2 shows containment.

CMO_Qui says:
:: Taps a button on the computer ::  *Sobotha*:  Doctor Qui to Doctor Sobotha...

OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Capt the shuttle has also gone to warp.

Dr_Sobotha says:
::Taps he com-console:: *Qui*: This is Sobotha, go ahead.

CTO_Turnbull says:
::exits the turbolift and draws phaser, pelting down the all to Cargo Bay Two::

CMO_Qui says:
*Sobotha*: I understand you are being transported to Modara for a conference. I'd like to attend that conference with you, if I may?

Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: Good ... stand down from yellow alert, but maintain biohazard containment of cargo bay 2.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
OPS:  Aye Sir.  :: Stands down from Yellow alert::

SO_Gomes says:
::waits for things to settle before thinking about resting or preparing to the conference::

Dr_Sobotha says:
*Qui*: I wouldn't see any objections, doctor.

Host Dr_Johnson says:
Sobotha: I don't know what to do.  We've got to at least get to the others.  How can we prepare being stuck in here like we're the security risks!

CTO_Turnbull says:
TB_Leader:  Report, Graves.

CMO_Qui says:
*Sobotha*: Thank you Doctor. Do you have a syllabus I can review?

Host Dr_Johnson says:
Sobotha: I can't believe they are treating you like this.

Dr_Sobotha says:
::Sighs:: Johnson: I know. I've just spoken to the captain, but he cut the com before I could reply. We'll just have to calm down, and wait what will come.

CTO_Turnbull says:
<SEC_Graves>:  Sir, there's nothing here.  OPS was on the ball.  They didn't get anything aboard.

Dr_Sobotha says:
::Sighs again:: Johnson: Neither can I, Sean, neither can I...

CTO_Turnbull says:
Graves:  Good work, Graves.  ::hits comm badge::  *CO*:  Sir, Cargo Bay Two is clear.  OPS denied the transport in time.  Nothing got aboard.

CMO_Qui says:
:: Waits patiently for Sobotha to reply ::

Host Dr_Johnson says:
Sobotha: I know I just have a hard time calming down.  ::goes back to the washroom where he was when they got locked in::

Dr_Sobotha says:
::Decides to try again, walks over to the com panel again and presses the key:: *Bridge*: Sobotha to Bridge. I'd really like to know why we're locked in here, captain.

OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Groans that poor Doctor...hopes the Capt keeps his temper.::

Host Dr_Johnson says:
Self: How are we going to run this conference if we have no samples and half of the doctor's notes aren't even on board?

CMO_Qui says:
:: Raises her eyebrows...speaking to 'Quag:  'Quag: I guess he doesn't  have a syllabus for me to review regarding this conference, sweetie.

CTO_Turnbull says:
*CO*:  Sirs, I suspect we have some civilians that really don't understand security protocols.  I'm afraid you may have a couple of offended Doctors on your hands.

CMO_Qui says:
:: Deactivates her computer and looks at the boxes and crates in her office. ::   'Quag: Better find my quarters

CTO_Turnbull says:
SEC:  Stand down to alert status orange.

Host CO_Madred says:
*CTO*: I'm not particularly worried about offending their delicate sensibilities, Commander.

CTO_Turnbull says:
*CO*:  Neither am I sir, just thought you'd like to know.  ship is secure.  Turnbull out.

CMO_Qui says:
*OPS*: Doctor Qui to Lt Mushgrave

OPS_Mushgrave says:
*CMO*: Mushgrave here Doctor.

CMO_Qui says:
*OPS*: Could you direct me to my quarters, please?

OPS_Mushgrave says:
*CMO*:  Of course... I've sent you the details to your console.  You should have it now.

CMO_Qui says:
*OPS*: Ah...thank you, Lieutenant. Qui out.

Host CO_Madred says:
CEO: Stand down biohazard containment of cargo bay 2...

Host Dr_Johnson says:
<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>

